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CLASSICS OF CINEMA
HATED - GG ALLIN &
THE MURDER JUNKIES

It’s hard to say what’s more shocking about Hated – GG Allin And 
The Murder Junkies, the endless shots of naked men shitting and 
being shat on, drinking piss and generally getting quite filthy, 
or 
the fact that this exceptional film was made by Todd Phillips, 
who 
would later go on to make Road Trip and Starsky And Hutch.

Sure, Road Trip had plenty of jokes about the bodily fluids and 
the 
sexing, but did it have a bloke lying on his back whilst a naked 
woman pisses into his mouth, and then the fella on the floor 
pukes 
all over his face, before reaching up for another mouthful? Did 
Ben 
Fokker from Starsky And Hutch take a shit and then lie down, eat 
some of it, and smear the rest over his head?

Maybe in that Unrated Directors Cut, but certainly not in the one
I 
saw in cinemas.

A couple days ago The Duke watched a concert video by the name of

GG Allin – Raw, Brutal, Rough And Bloody. If you read my fucking 
astoundingly incisive critique of that particular product, you 
may 
have noted how humorous I found much of to be, how fascinated I 
was 
by the disgusting shenanigans going on in the name of God Awful 
Music.

After finally seeing this documentary about the man in question, 
I 
have to say the fascination is still there. The humour, though, I

can’t seem to find that motherfucker anywhere right about now.

What Hated concerns itself with, is Todd Phillips decided to make
a 
film about these insane motherfuckers who were addicted to the 
murder or whatever. The fellas that had GG Allin for a singer.

GG had just been released from prison after a three-year stint 
for 
the assault of a woman at one of his shows, when he assumed it 
might be perfectly acceptable for to shove a cigarette into her 
face and then fling her across a table.

I mean come on, GG probably thought. Rod Stewart does it all the 
time, man.
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